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1 Introduction

Ball lens has symmetrical shape due to which its results are independent of
orientation. so idea is if we have a suitable refractive index material this
ball lens can be used as a retro reflector and unlike conventional corner cube
reflectors this has no directional limitations.

Figure 1: ball lens as a reflector

BFL = nD/4(n− 1) −D/2 (1)

For a glass ball to be a retro reflector BFL has to be 0 as shown in Figure1.
From Equation 1 refractive turns out to be n=2. This lens can now be used
as both beam collimator and reflector as shown in Figure 2.

motivation: Through our work we wanted find reflection properties of ball
lens and compare them with simulated results. we were also looking to find
beam incidence limits on ball lens.
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Figure 2: Ball lens acting as a reflector and beam collimator in multiple
directions

2 Simulation work

For simulation of the glass ball lens we used CODE V software which is a
tool used for designing and analyzing the optical systems. For calculating the
amount of power reflecting from the glass ball we used reflection co-efficient
formula based on the angle of incidence and finally calculated fraction of
incident beam that is getting reflected using excel calculations.

2.1 CODE V

In this we simulated glass ball as a reflector as well as a transmitter, using
both light rays and Gaussian beam. we used glass SLAH79 from OHARA.
diameter is 10mm.wavelength of light used is 632.8nm and half width of
Gaussian beam is 0.5mm. 3 beams with beam heights 0mm, 1mm and 2mm
beam principle axis were used in the simulations.

2.1.1 transmission

The object distance is 5mm and image distance from glass ball is 5mm.
Figure 3 shows the simulated results for these inputs.
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Figure 3: Results for transmission of ball lens

2.1.2 reflection

The object distance is 20mm and image distance is 20mm. Figure 4 shows
the simulated images for these inputs.

2.2 excel calculations

We used excel to calculate how much of incident light is getting reflected back
from the ball lens as a function of incident height on the ball lens. Reflectance
is calculated by using the formulas shown in the Figure 5. Here θ1 is the
angle of incidence on the glass ball and n1 and n2 are refractive indices’s
of first and second surfaces respectively. Transmittance is 1-reflectance is
S and P directions separately. Reflected beam from ball lens undergoes 2
refractions and one reflection which means total light getting reflected is the
square of transmittance multiplied by the reflectance. Figure 6 shows the
graph between fraction of light reflected vs incidence height(in mm) for P
and S polarized lights.

we also calculated deviation angle for the initial beam which is 2(θ1−θ2),
where θ1 and θ2 are angle of incidence and angle refraction respectively. This
gives us the shift in beam center on the image plane.
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Figure 4: Results for reflection of ball lens

Figure 5: Formulas to calculate reflectance as a function of angle of incidence
height
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Figure 6: parallel and perpendicular polarized reflected light fraction as a
function of height (in mm)

3 Experiment

We used He-Ne LASER with wavelength of 632.8nm and 1mw power, a New-
port power meter, detector. refractive index of the lens for this wavelength
is 1.99613. First we arranged the LASER, glass ball and detector with lens
in a straight line and calculated the beam shift on the image plane Figure 7.

After this we introduced a beam splitter in between LASER and the ball
lens and placed a detector at 90 degrees to the beam splitter and calculated
the shift on the image plane with change in the angle of beam splitter which
gives us the effective focal length of the detector lens used Figure 9. Then
we calculated beam shift on image plane with change in position ball lens
and plotted it Figure 8.

The detector is then replaced by the power meter and we collected total
beam power for both transmission and reflection then divided these values
by the source power to get the transmitted and reflected power ratio Figure
10.
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Figure 7: graph of refraction for beam shift on image plane vs beam incidence
on ball lens compared with the calculated values (in mm)

Figure 8: graph of reflection for beam shift on image plane vs beam incidence
on ball lens compared with the calculated values (in mm)
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Figure 9: calibration to find effective focal length of the detector lens

Figure 10: graph of Reflected beam power vs beam incidence on ball lens
compared with the calculated values (in 10nm)
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4 Data comparison

The beam shift on image plane for shift of glass ball is comparable to the
calculated values but due to large beam shift due to change in ball lens
position the experimental reading were taken only up to 0.3 mm shift on
either direction anything more than that change is resulting in beam going
out of detector range. The readings taken for beam power have a lot of error
compared to the calculated values this is due to the absorption and scattering
of the light by the lens which we did not include in the calculations so those
readings are acceptable as they are changing as expected with change in
position of the ball lens.

5 Conclusion

we conclude that this ball lens, even though has small allowance(about 0.3
mm with the detector we are using) with the incidence beam height, can be
used as a reflector in the experiments because its behavior is predictable with
calculated results.
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